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INTRODUCTION 
Let 
f’(z)= f akzk 
k=O 
(1) 
be an entire function of order A (0 < A < + co). 
We propose to obtain precise information regarding the distribution of 
zeros of the partial sums 
m-l 
s,_ I(z)= 1 akZky 
k=O 
(2) 
as m + + cc through values of a suitable sequence. Since the series in (1) 
may have gaps, it is not certain that s,,- 1(z) is a polynomial of exact 
degree m - 1. Hence we introduce the exact degree of the partial sum 
s,,- ,(z) and denote it by d(m - 1). All the functions treated in this paper 
are simple enough to imply 
d(m- 1)-m (m-, +oo). 
The problem of studying the angular distribution of the zeros of s, ,(z), 
as m++co, is not new. In first approximaton it was solved by 
Carlson [ 1, 21 and Rosenbloom, in his remarkable thesis [ 13, 143. 
Our aim is to obtain theorems similar to those of Carlson and Rosen- 
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bloom, but considerably sharper. Completely satisfactory results along such 
lines are known for some isolated functions, notably for eZ [ 17, 151, for 
and for the functions of Mittag-Lefller of all orders I (0 < 1< + co ): 
&,.1(z) = If zJ 
jzo r(l +.m’ 
(4) 
The study of eZ was undertaken by Szego [17]. His penetrating analysis 
still dominates the subject and seems to have inspired a good deal of sub- 
sequent research [14, 15, 41. The study of the error function (3) is due to 
Rosenbloom [ 133, and the study of Mittag-Leffler’s function to Edrei, Saff, 
and Varga [7]. 
The functions in (3) and (4) display some common features: 
(i) the coefficients of their Taylor expansions are explicitly known; 
(ii) as z + 03, the asymptotic behavior of f(z) is simple and easy to 
describe. 
The first of these properties is not directly used in our proofs whereas 
property (ii) plays a dominant role. 
This explains the fact that, from the point of view of this paper, the 
function l/T(z) may be treated satisfactorily without requiring some 
preliminary study of its rather awkward Taylor expansion. 
The function 
(C = Euler’s constant) (5) 
belongs to a class of canonical products introduced and studied by Lin- 
deliif [lo]. The remarkable asymptotic behavior of these products has 
inspired many conjectures (and proofs) regarding the more delicate aspects 
of the theory of entire and meromorphic functions. In particular, Wiman’s 
cos rep-theorem [20], the tauberian results of Valiron [19], and some of 
the deficiency problems of Nevanlinna’s theory [ 11, 3, 63 were conjectured 
on the strength of LindelSfs asymptotic evaluations. 
The Lindeliif functions are defined as follows: 
(i) they are canonical products of the form 
9(z)= fi E -;A 
( 1 
14BO)Y 
j=l J 
(6) 
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where 
E(u,q)=(l-u)exp 
is the primary factor of genus q; 
(ii) the qua t t n i ies xi are all real and positive and the counting 
function of the zeros of Y(z), 
satisfies the asymptotic relation 
n(t) - b, t”(log t)” (t+ +co,6,>O,O<A< +co,crreal); (7) 
(iii) by definition, q > 0 is the least nonnegative integer such that 
and hence by (7) q = [A] if 1 is not an integer. If ,l is an integer, (7) 
implies 
q=1- 1 (a< -1) q=A(ct> -1). (8) 
Our main results, Theorems 1, 2, and 3 below, will enable us to describe, 
with satisfactory precision, the zeros of the partial sums s, _ i(z) of the 
Taylor expansion of any one of the Lindelof functions described above. A 
brief sketch of our analysis of this question is found in Section 1B. It will 
often prove possible to completely treat functions of the form 
P(z)= fi 2yB,ei0’z) (B, > 0, ok real, 1 6 k < K), (9) 
k=l 
where JZ denotes the same Lindelof function in all K factors of the right- 
hand side. For functions of the more complex form 8 some caution should 
be exercised. In order to illustrate the slight additional complications which 
may arise in the study of (9) we write 
L(z)=; 1+; 
j= 1 ( > J 
and assume that all the xi are positive and that their counting function n(t) 
satisfies 
n(t) - t” (t-+ +co,$<i< 1). 
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We then introduce 
Yl(z)=L(-ze~,(i%))L(-zeX~(-i+)), (10) 
and, in Section lC, study the sections of the power series expansion of 
K(z). 
Our proofs depend on the simplest aspects of the Wiman-Valiron theory 
of the maximum term. We require no knowledge beyond what may be 
found in [12, 161. 
Our first result, stated below as Theorem 1, is little more than a lemma. 
It establishes, in the exact form in which we use them, the terminology and 
notations regarding the maximum term and the central index. The theorem 
also defines an infinite sequence 
YJI: m,, m2, m3 ,..., (11) 
of nonnegative, strictly increasing integers. The sequence ‘BI is fundamental 
in our treatment, because in all our statements about s,_ r(z), we always 
require m E 93. For ease of reference we shall refer to ‘9JI as the sequence of 
critical indices. 
THEOREM 1. Let f(z) be an entire, transcendental function given by its 
expansion (1). Let 
p(r) = max ( ajl rJ (r>O) 
i 
be its maximum term and v = v(r) its central index, that is, the integer v 2 0 
characterized by the conditions 
(a,! r”=p(r), 
I I 
y rj<l (WV 
Y 
(12) 
Then, if 
M(r,f)=Mr)=yx If(Z z r (13) 
satisfies the asymptotic relation 
log M(r) N Br”(log r)’ (r + co, 0 < A< + cc, B > 0, c1 real), (14) 
we have 
v(r) - IBr’(log r)‘. (15) 
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Denote by YJI the sequence formed by taking, in their natural order, all those 
integers 20, which are actual values of the central index. 
The sequence 9JI is the sequence of critical indices introduced in (11). 
It is always possible to associate with W a positive, strictly increasing, 
unbounded sequence of radii 
such that 
{Kn,>~ ,, (16) 
v( R,) = m - ABRk(log R,)” (m-+co,mE%JI). (17) 
Moreover if d(m - 1) denotes the largest integer such that 
then 
Define 
and set 
d=d(m-l)<m, a,#& (18) 
d(m-1)-m (m-+co,mEYDI). (19) 
a-,=0 (k= 1, 2, 3 ,... ), (20) 
bj(m) = y Ri, (m~!Vl,j=O, fl, f2 ,... ). 
m 
(21) 
For all such bj(m) we have 
I bj(m)l < 1. (22) 
Remark. The particular form of our asymptotic condition (14) has been 
chosen for simplicity. The insertion in the right-hand side of (14) of finitely 
many factors such as 
(log log r)al, (log log log r)a2,..., 
introduces minimal changes in our proofs but presents the drawback of 
complicating the writing. The corresponding extension of our next results 
(Theorems 2 and 3) is possible and straightforward. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let w be an auxiliary complex variable. For the entire 
functions of w 
G,(w)= ‘f bj(m) wi (m E mnz), (23) 
j=O 
M0/48/4-3 
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we have 
GAO) = 1, I Gnz(wN + (I WI < 1). (24) 
From every infinite subsequence ‘92, c 9R, it is possible to extract an infinite 
subsequence ‘Dm, such that 
bj(m) -+ b, (m+ +co,mE!&, j=O, +l, f2 ,... ). 
Introducing 
G(w)= ‘f bjw’ (Iwl<LG(O)=l), 
j=O 
we have 
G,(w) -+ G(w) (m+a,mEm2), 
(25) 
untformly on every compact subset of the disk ) w 1 < 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions and notations of Theorem 1 be 
unchanged. Assume in addition that 
logf(z)=pz"(logz)~+o(lz~~ (log lzl)% (26) 
uniformly, as z + co in some angle 
c~~6argz=cpdcp, (cp1-c (P2 <(PI + 271). (27) 
Restrict rp by the condition 
and assume that, for such values of cp 
1 _ Re !! eiqpl - 
B - 
c=c(cp)>c,>O. (29) 
I. Then the equation in x 
(l-c)xA-1410gx=0 (c=c((P)) (30) 
has a unique solution x = z(cp) in the interval (0, 1). 
More precisely 
2+ (IPIIB) 
1 > =~,<z(q)<z,=exp min( 1, co) > 212+1 ’ (31) 
and all the following assertions are valid. 
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II. There exists a positive sequence (t(m)} (m E %I), such that 
t(m) + z = z(cp) (m+oo,m~%JI) (32) 
and such that the polynomials in [ defined by 
X,(c)=(a,R”)-’ {t(m))-“e-i’P”s,-I (Rt(m)e’*(I++--)) (33) 
with 
rnE!VI, R=R,, t=Hcp)=dcp)@ (34) 
are uniformly bounded on every compact set of the c-plane. 
The exact degree d(m - 1) of s,,- ,(z) (or of X,(c)) satisfies the condition 
d(m- 1)-m (m+co,m~%JI). (35) 
III. From every infinite subsequence !JJII c Im it is possible to extract 
an infinite subsequence ‘9J12cW, such that, with the notations of 
Corollary 1.1, 
G,(w) + G(w) (m -+ ~0, m E %, G(O)), (36) 
uniformly on every compact subset of the disk 1 w 1 < 1. 
Considering if necessary an infinite subsequence ‘%I, c ‘%I2 we have 
X,(i) -+ er”(eixec - G(t)) = f(c) (m-+m,mE%), (37) 
uniformly on every compact set of the i-plane. 
The quantity x which appears in (37) is real; it may depend on the choice 
of%. 
It is clear that the preceding assertions II and III (with the exception of 
(35)) could be replaced by 
IV. The family of polynomials { X,,,( [) ) (m E YJI) is normal throughout 
the i-plane and every one of its limit-functions is of the form indicated in the 
right-hand side of (37). 
Our aim is to derive from (37) the fact that s,,-,(z) has many zeros in 
the immediate vicinity of the point 
R, t(m) e@. 
This requires that 
G(t)+0 (< = s(q) e’“). (38) 
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Since G(w) is a limit function of the functions G,(w) considered in (24), the 
foliowing corollary refers to G(w) associated with some specific choice of 
the infinite sequence ‘I&: 
G(w)= lim G,(w). 
m-m rnE!Bl~ 
A simple way to ensure that (38) is satisfied is to select cp different from 
the arguments of the zeros of G(w). We are thus led to 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let the assumptions and notations of Theorems 1 and 2 
be unchanged. It is also assumed that the infinite sequence 9.Jln3 c ‘$I, and 
therefore also the limit function G(w), has been selected. Assume, in addition, 
that cp does not coincide with any of the arguments of the finite number of 
zeros of G( w) in 
1 +T, 
IWI <-. 
2 
Denote by N’,Jr) the number of zeros of s,- 1(z) in the disk 
R, 04 
Iz-RR,t(m)e”PI<r ,n,m (r > 0). 
Then 
(39) 
remains bounded for all 
r > 0, m>m,, m~9J13tYJ12. (42) 
All the zeros under consideration are simple. 
At the cost of a slight loss of precision, it is possible to formulate a result 
analogous to Corollary 2.1, free from any exclusions regarding exceptional 
values of cp. We prove 
THEOREM 3. Let the assumptions and notations of Theorem 2 be 
unchanged, let cp E [p, - y, (p2 -t y], and assume that the infinite sequence 
W, c YJI, and therefore also the limit function G(w), has been selected. Then 
there exist positive constants T, T,, independent of the choice of q, such that 
the section s, _ 1(z) has, in the disk 
log m 
Iz-R,t(m)e”I~TR,t(m),Aim (m > mop m E md, (43) 
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at least 
N,>T,logm (44) 
zeros. 
The proof of Theorem 3 depends on the following elementary Lemma A. 
The reader will find a simple proof of this lemma in [S]. 
LEMMA A. Let 4(c) be a nonconstant function, regular for I[ 1 < 1. Let c,, 
be a point such that 
liol< 15 I4(io)l 2 1, (45) 
and let ol, oZ, and h be positive quantities such that 
IioI<IioI+~l<~2<L O<h<l. 
Put 
HI = ;“=; 1% I d(i)1 7 H,=max,log I~(io+a,eie)I, 
and let 
(46) 
(47) 
H,= max log I$([)] ahHI. 
iii = “2 
(48) 
Denote by Jf the number of zeros of 4(i) in the disk I i) 6 1 and let 
CT= J%(l+acl-~2)2) 
log(wJ 1) . 
(49) 
Then, if 
we have 
H,<oH,, 
Jlr> 0% 
bid%, )’ 
1. APPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION OF THE PRECEDING RESULTS 
(50) 
(51) 
There are a number of well-known functions of analysis to which the 
preceding theorems are immediately applicable and lead to a satisfactory 
picture of the zeros of the sections of their expansions. 
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A. The Function l/T(z) 
Let (1) be the expansion of 
/(z)=$=zeczJ~l (1 +;) eCzli (C = Euler’s constant). 
The convergence s,(z) *f(z), which is uniform on every compact region, 
shows that the number of negative zeros of s,(z) tends to infinity as 
m-r +m. 
It is well known [ 11; p. 2321 that 
log( l/T(z)) - -z log z, (1.1) 
uniformly in the angle 
Iargz( <n-6 (0 < 6 < 7c). 
To cover the angle 
we may combine (1.1) with the functional equation 
f(z)=+1 -Zj 
to ascertain that [9; p. 271 
log M(r) - r log r (r---t + a). 
Hence Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are applicable to f(z) = l/T(z); the values of 
the relevant parameters are 
B= 1, p= -1, /3coscp=-coscp=l-c. (1.2) 
Our conclusions regarding the partial sums S, _ i(z) of the expansion of 
l/T(z) may be summarized as follows. 
I. Theorem 1 guarantees the existence of an infinite sequence SIJI of 
critical degrees and an associated sequence (R,} (m E %N) with the follow- 
ing properties: 
(0 m -R, log R, (m -+ + co, m E 9Jlj, or equivalently 
R/L 
log m (m-, +co,mE9.l); (1.3) 
(ii) as m --) + GO, m E ‘9X, Corollary 1 is valid. 
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The only useful information provided by the corollary is the fact that 
G(w) & 0. 
II. Theorem 2 may be applied with 
(1.4) 
In view of (1.2), the equation (30) takes the form 
-xcoscp-l-logx=O (-n<(p<n). (1.5) 
This equation has a unique solution x = z(cp) in the interval (0, 1) and the 
point 
describes a curve, in the c-plane, which Edrei, Saff, and Varga [7] call the 
normalized Szegii curve of the sequence {s, _ , (z) },,, E m. 
It may be of interest to note that the Szegij curve just defined is the 
reflexion, in the imaginary axis, of the Szego curve obtained by Szego in his 
study of exp(z). 
III. From Theorem 3 we deduce: 
Given q E [ -rc + y, rc - y] (0 < y < 7r/2) it is possible to find a sequence 
such that 
t(m) + +P) (m-r +oo,mEYJl,c%Jl), 
and such that s,-,(z) has, in the disk defined by (43), no fewer than 
T, log m zeros. The positive constants T, T, depend on the choice of %RJ1, 
and on the choice of y in (1.4); r(cp) is the quantity in (1.6), x = r(cp) 
satisfies the equation (1.5) R, satisfies (1.3) and l/1 1 = 11 + t((p)I > 
1 - cos y. 
IV. Regarding the negative zeros of s,(z), we know a priori that as 
m + + 00, the number Nz of negative zeros of s,(z) will tend to infinity as 
m + + co. This is an obvious consequence of the fact that, as m + + co, 
s,(z) + (l/T(z)), uniformly on every compact subset of the z-plane. 
B. Lindekf Functions of Non-integral Order A (1 < A < + co) 
We focus our attention on values of A #integer. If ;1 is an integer, some 
asymptotic formulae take a different form; there are no additional dif- 
ficulties so that a detailed treatment may be left to the reader. 
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We start from Y(z) defined in (6) and assume 
l<q<A<q+l, q is an integer. (1.7) 
With regard to the counting function n(t) of the zeros of Y(z) (by 
assumption they are all real and negative), we assume 
n(t) N tA (t-t +a). (1.8) 
Putting 
M(r) = fyx I az)l? (1.9) z r 
and using a well-known result [ 11; p. 2271 
log M(r) < Kr” (r > hA 
we find 
(1.10) 
lim sup loi% la-r)1 < +co 
r+ +a2 r’ 
Lindelofs classical result states [ 11; p. 2321 that 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
uniformly as z + + cc in the sector 
-7r+6<argz=8<7t-6 (0 < 6,6 fixed). (1.13) 
Hence, for 8 fixed ( --71< 0 < TT), we have 
lim log I ~We)l ( - 1)” n cos cneI =- 
I- l t* r’ Isinnll ’ 
(1.14) 
In view of (1.10) and (1.14) the Phragmen-Lindelof indicator of Y(z) is 
everywhere finite and consequently it is continuous [9; p. 541. We thus 
conclude that (1.11) takes the sharper form 
lim sup logI?~-r)l=(-l)q~cos(A^n). 
r- +a3 
(1.15) 
From (1.14) and (1.15) it follows that 
lim sup rl lwM(r)G x 
r-++cc Isin 
(1.16) 
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and for q even, (1.14) with 8 = 0 yields 
lim inf log M(r) > 71 
r- +m r* ‘jz-iq’ 
(1.17) 
For q odd (1.17) is obtained by setting 8 =z/A in (1.14). Hence (1.16) and 
(1.17) imply, without case distinction, 
log M(r) --lY2- 
I sin 7cA 1
(r--+ +a). 
We thus see that Theorem 1 is applicable to P’(z) with 
B=-L- 
1 sin 7111’ 
In view of (1.12) Theorem 2 is also applicable with 
The condition (29) takes the form 
l-(-l)qcos((p~)=c>o. 
There are exceptional values of cp which our Theor 
to treat. For q even they are 
q&J+2 +4” +6” 
2 ’ - 1 ’ - A )... (IV 
and for q odd, 
(1.18) 
em 2 does not enable us 
I <x)3 (1.19) 
It should be remarked that our function Z(z) is not known with great 
precision since the only available information regarding the moduli of its 
zeros if given by the asymptotic relation (1.8). 
It would be possible to assume more about the behavior of n(t) but this 
would reduce the generality of the results. It appears more interesting to 
eliminate the exceptional values in (1.19) and (1.20) by following a pattern 
similar to the one used in the proof of our Theorem 3. 
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C. Study of Zl((z) Given by (10) 
As shown in the study of 9(z), the Phragmen-Lindelof indicator of 
Zr(z) is a continuous function of 0 = arg 2. 
The asymptotic relations of Lindelof yield as r --* + co, 
logL( -zexp(ii))=&r’exp(i{ -rc+i+fI)I)+o(r”) 
( -5<9<2?r-~ 2J. 1 212 ’ (1.21) 
logL,(-zexp(-iG))=&8exp(i{ -rr-$+0{1)+0(@) 
( g <e<2n+g I . (1.22) 
\LA LAJ 
For 
%8<271---zr 
23, 
2A (;<A< 1) 
the relations (1.21) and (1.22) are both valid and consequently 
log Y,(z) = o(8) (r + + co, 8 = arg z), 
uniformly in 8, provided 8 is restricted by 
with S fixed. 
(1.23) 
(1.24) 
(1.25) 
To evaluate ZI(z) outside the interval (1.23) we use, instead of (1.22), 
the equivalent form 
logL( -zexp( -i$))=&r’exp(i{n-$+B}i)+0(11) 
-2rr+&<B<& . (1.26) 
> 
Combining (1.21) and (1.26) we see that as r + + cc and for 
(1.27) 
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we have, uniformly in 6, 
log Yr(z) = 27&e’“’ + o(r’). 
Hence 
(1.28) 
max log ( Yr(z)l - 2xr’ (r- +co). (1.29) 
121 =r 
The preceding relations yield the explicit form of the Phragmtn-Lindelof 
indicator of Y1(z). We find 
lim 1% I Z(re”)l = lim log I =-%‘l(re9 = H(e) 
r+ +m 27Cr’ r-t+m logM(r) ’ 
where 
H(B) = cos(/w) ( 
-J&GE 
21 ) 2/? s 
and 
H(fl)=O ( +2x-; . ) 
(1.30) 
(1.31) 
From (1.31) we conclude that the normalized Szego curve associated 
with Z1(z) (its equation is given by (30)) contains the circular arc 
In view of (1.24), (1.28), and (1.29), Theorems 1 and 2 may be applied to 
T1(z). The exceptional values of cp, not covered by Theorem 2, are 
D. The Function exp(p(z)) Where p(z) Zs a Polynomial 
We take 
p(z)=z’+b,z’-’ +b,z’-2+...+bl, 
where the 6, are complex constants. It is clear that 
logf(z) - ZI (z -+ abf(z) = exp(p(z))), 
log M( r ) - r’ (r+ +a), 
and hence Theorems 1 and 2 are applicable. 
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As in all previous examples, there are exceptional values of cp which we 
cannot treat because our condition (29) is not satisfied. These exceptional 
values are 
+ (k=O, 1,2,1-l). 
E. The Functions sin z and cos z 
We treat sin z; the treatment of cos z is almost identical and will be left 
to the reader 
Consider simultaneously 
f(z)= (1.32) 
and the change of variable 
t = iz 112, 
which yields 
(1.33) 
By mth partial sum of the Taylor expansion of sin t we mean 
&n(t) =0,X;,,, 
(-l)kt2k+l 
t2k+1)! 
From (1.32) we deduce that, uniformly as z + GO, 
logf(z) N z1’2 (-71+8~argz~n-6,0<6<71), 
and that 
log M(r) N r”2 (r-+ +a). 
Hence our functionf(z) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and 2 which 
are therefore applicable. 
For 
arg z = cp = 0 
the condition (29) is not satisfied and consequently the argument cp = 0 is 
exceptional. 
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As m -+ + co, m E mxn3 (and 9JJ3 is suitably chosen) our theorems yield 
information regarding the behavior of the partial sums 
m-1 
c 
zk 
k=O (2k+ l)! 
(0 -c arg z = cp < rc). 
In view of (1.33) we may transfer this information to the polynomials 
(1.34) 
which are sections of the expansion of sin t. The values 
arg t = f (rc/2) 
are exceptional and must be treated by some other method. Because of the 
uniform convergence of 
s2+ ,(t) -+ sin t (m+ +m), 
the sections (1.34) will have real zeros (positive as well as negative) whose 
number tends to cc as m + + CO. 
F. Problems for Further Study 
The results of this paper suggest he possibility of a complete solution of 
the questions under consideration for all entire functions of finite positive 
order and of completely regular growth. 
These functions form a class which was introduced and studied, indepen- 
dently, by Pfluger and Levin. They are characterized by the existence of an 
angular density of their zeros. (Precise definitions will be found in Levin’s 
book [9].) 
For those sectors (with vertex at the origin) free from zeros off(z), one 
may expect that some slight modification of Theorem 2 will provide 
satisfactory answers. The disruption produced by the presence of infinitely 
many zeros remains to be studied. 
It would also be of importance to accurately describe the behavior of the 
zeros of s,-~(z) along the exceptional rays which appear whenever our 
condition (29) is not satisfied. That this behavior may be noticeably dif- 
ferent from the ordinary one may be seen by studying special functions 
such as Mittag-Leffler’s function Elji(z). The reader will find in the 
monograph of Edrei, Saff, and Varga [7] a detailed treatment of E,,Jz) as 
well as a discussion [7, pp. 5-71 of the relations between the results of the 
present paper and a conjecture, as yet unsettled, of Saff and Varga. 
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2. NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
By o we mean a complex quantity such that 
o may be a function of all the variables and parameters of the problem. 
By qj we denote a member, real or complex, of a sequence (qj} such that 
‘li-+0 as j+ +co. 
We denote by A a positive absolute constant and by K a positive con- 
stant which may depend on all our parameters. 
Inequalities such as 
r>ro, x>xo, m >m, ,..., 
immediately following some relation mean that it is possible that the 
relation in question only holds for sufficiently large values of r, x, m,.... 
The symbols qj, A, K, ro, x0, m, ,..., may have different values in different 
places. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND OF COROLLARY 1.1 
Throughout the paper the series (1) represents an entire transcendental 
function so that, as is well known [ 12; p. 5, ex. 331, v(r) is uniquely defined 
for r > 0, and is a non-decreasing, unbounded step function satisfying the 
relation 
log p(r) - log p( 1) = j: F dt. 
It is also known that [ 12; p. 8, ex. 541, for all functions of finite order, 
log p(r) N log M(r) (r --, + 00). (3.2) 
Assuming the asymptotic behavior stated in (14) we deduce, in view of 
(3.1) and (3.2), 
Br’(log r)‘- I 
r v(t) - dt 
1 t 
(r+ +a). 
Since v(t) is nonnegative and nondecreasing, a straightforward tauberian 
argument [ 18; p. 471 yields 
v(r) - IBr’(log r)’ (r+ +a), (3.4) 
which coincides with assertion (15) of Theorem 1. 
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The points of discontinuity of v(t) (t > 0) define a strictly increasing 
sequence of unbounded, positive numbers. The fact that v(t) is a step 
function implies the existence of consecutive points of discontinuity of v(t) 
(we shall denote them by t, and tk) such that 
v(t) = m (1, < t < th) (3.5) 
and such that 
v(t) < m (f < t,), v(t)>m (tk<t). 
Select for R, any point of the interval [t,, tk). This yields 
v(R,,,) = m, (3.6) 
and defines the sequence (16) as m takes on, successively, the values of the 
terms of !IN. The relations (17) now follow by taking r = R, in (15). We 
shall say that the sequence (16) is the sequence of critical radii associated 
with the sequence YJI of critical indices. Although the sequence of critical 
radii is not uniquely defined we find it convenient to leave it unperturbed 
throughout the paper. 
Let m be the central index appearing in (3.5) and let m* be the central 
index immediately preceding m. 
It is clearly possible to find r, such that 
t,- 1 <r,<t,, v(z,) = m*. 
Then as m -+ + cc, m E !JJ$ we deduce from (15) (since v(t,) = m), 
m*/m -+ 1 (m- +co,mEYJI). (3.7) 
The asymptotic relation (19) is an obvious consequence of (3.7). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we note that, since m is a central 
index, the definitions (20) and (21) imply 
a,#& (j=O, + 1, k2 ,... ). (3.8) 
The inequalities (22) as well as Theorem 1 are thus established. 
Corollary 1.1 is almost immediate: the possibility of determining W, so 
as to satisfy (24) is an obvious consequence of (22) and of the selection 
principle. 
The other assertions of Corollary 1.1 follow from the elements of com- 
plex analysis. 
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There is no difficulty in treating the series 
f b-j(m) w’, jtl b-jw’, (3.9) 
j=l 
exactly as we have treated G,(w) and G(w). It may happen that the second 
series in (3.9) is identically zero; in this case we are unable to derive useful 
information from the consideration of (3.9). 
4. AN ELEMENTARY LEMMA ABOUT UNIFORMLY 
CONVERGENT SEQUENCES OF POWER SERIES 
The following lemma will be needed somewhat later. It is a simple con- 
sequence of uniform convergence and does not depend on the construction 
(in Section 3) of the functions G,(w) and G(w). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let the functions G(w), G,(w) (mEllJZI) be regular for 
( w ( < 1 and let G(w) & 0. Assume that 
G,(w) + G(w) (m+m,mEmll), (4.1) 
uniformly on every compact subset of the disk ) w 1 < 1. 
Then, given E (0 < E < 1 ), it is possible to find real quantities 
h(E) > 0, K(E) > 0, Z(E) > 0, 
having the following property: the inequalities 
Iw,I<l-E, 0 -C p <E/2, m 2 mdE), 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
imply 
rn? (G,(w, + #‘)I 2 K(E) p’ (mEYll,l=I(E)). (4.4) 
Remark. In our application of the above lemma the choice of w0 will 
vary with m; the notation worn instead of w0 would be more appropriate. 
Proof: By assumption G(w) is regular for I w ( < 1 and does not vanish 
identically. Hence, for any given E (0 < E < l), G(w) has at most finitely 
many zeros, say 
WlT WZY, WL (L 2 01, (4.5) 
in the disk 
IwI<l-E. (4.6) 
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Let I= Z(E) be the multiplicity of the zero or zeros of highest multiplicity 
among (4.5). Take I = 0 if L = 0, and consider the function of w 
g(w) = sup{ 1 G(w)\, 1 G’(w)(/l!, 1 G”(w)\/~!,..., 1G”‘(w)l/Z!}. (4.7) 
It is clear that g(w) (I w I < 1 - E) is a strictly positive, continuous function 
of w so that we may define 
K(E)=+ inf g(w)>O. (4.8) 
Ibv < I -i: 
The uniform convergence asserted in (4.1) implies 
(G;)(w)/j!) --f (Gci’(w)/j!) (j = 0, 1, 2 ,...I 1; G(O) = G), 
uniformly in the disk (4.6). Hence there exists mO(s) such that, uniformly in 
W, 
(m >mo(.z), mE!JJl,j=O, l,..., I). (4.9) 
From (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) we conclude that with every w. (I w. I d 1 -E), 
it is possible to associate s = s(wo) such that 
(0 6 s 6 Z(E)), 
By Cauchy’s estimate 
max IG,(wo+peio)I >KCp”>K/+ (m~m,(~),m~~,pd~/2), 
0 
which implies (4.4). This proves Lemma 4.1. 
5. TKE FUNDAMENTAL DECOMPOSITION 
In this section we always take m E %R, where !JJI is the sequence (11) of 
critical indices and 
R=R, (mE1IJZ), v(R)= m. (5.1) 
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We consider w as an auxiliary complex variable and start from the obvious 
decomposition deduced from ( 1) 
f(Rw) = 2 am-jR-jwpj+ O" am+jRjwj 
a, Rmwm j=1 a, c- j=O ‘??I 
(w#O,mEm, R=R,). (5.2) 
By definition 
lamI Rm=p(R)>O. (5.3) 
Introduce the expressions 
G,tw)= f am+jRjwj= fJ bj(m) WJ 
j=O ‘??I 
(mE1137, R= R,), (5.4) 
j=O 
=jc, b-,(m) wj (w#O, mEflJz), (5.5) 
(wZ0,mEY.Q). (5.6) 
From (5.2), (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6) we deduce our fundamental decom- 
position 
Qm(w, = u,(w) - G,(w) (w#O,mEfm). (5.7) 
It may be noted that all the functions G,(w) are entire so that (5.7) may be 
used for arbitrarily large values of w. 
6. STUDY OF U,,,(te@w) 
Replace, in (5.6), w by 
wteiW (cp real, 0 < t), 
where t is a parameter, w is a complex variable such that 
Iw-lI<siny, (O<Y,<Y), 
and y is the quantity in (28). 
From (5.6) we thus obtain 
log U,(wte”@) = logf( Rwteiq) - logf( Rte@) + W( wtP’), 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
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where 
W(wte@) = logf(Rte@) - log(a,R”) -m log w -m log t - imcp. (6.3) 
We now prove 
LEMMA 6.1. Let f(z) and cp satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2 and 
consider the auxiliary expression 
h(t) = log 1 f( Rte@)I - log p(R) - m log t (0 < t < 1). (6.4) 
Then, if 
mEY.I, m>mo, R=R,, (6.5) 
it is possible to find t = t(m) such that 
h(t) = 0, r,<t<7,, (6.6) 
where 
l+c 
z. = exp ( 1 -- , r,=exp(-ml:(:‘;)). 12 (6.7) 
Moreover 
t(m) + z = 7(q) (m+co,mE!IJI)), (6.8) 
where 7 is the unique solution in (0, 1) of the equation (30). 
Proof From our assumptions (26) we conclude that, if r. is large 
enough, f(z) has no zeros in the sector 
{z:q,Qargz<cp,, IzI>ro}. 
Hence, if R and m satisfy the conditions (6.5) (and remain fixed), h(t) is 
a continuous function of t throughout the interval [z,, 7, 1. 
To justify our choice of z. and 7, given in (6.7) put 
and note that, since c>O (by (29)), we have 
u’(x) < 0 (0 < x < 1 ), 
v(x) > ~(7~) > exp( - (1 + c)) > 0 (0 <x < 70). (6.9) 
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For O<c<l 
cl 
u(r,)=(l-c)exp -- ( > 
1 
21+1 
-l+- 
21+1 
c<l-c-l+c=-;. 
C 
For ca 1 2 
u(rr)=(l-c)exp -- ( ) 
i 1 
2A+ 1 
-l+ 
m+l<-z. 
Hence, without case distinction, 
u(x) < u(z1) < - min(L clco 
2 (T,dXGl). 
(6.10) 
From (6.9) and (6.10) it follows that, in the interval (0, l), the equation 
(30) is satisfied at a single point x = r, with 
Zo<Z<T1. (6.11) 
The relations (6.4), (3.2), (26), (29), (14), and (15) imply 
h(t) = BR”(log R)” u(t) + o(R”(log R)“) (R=R,+ co), (6.12) 
uniformly for 
z,<t< 1. 
Hence, by (6.9) and (6.10), 
h(hl) > 0, h(~l)<O (m ’ mo). 
In view of the continuity of h(t), there must exist 
t = t(m), t(J < t(m) < t, (m > mo) (6.13) 
such that 
h(t(m))=O Cm > md (6.14) 
There may be several values of t satisfying (6.13) and (6.14); in order to 
determine a unique I = t(m) we impose the additional condition 
h(t)<0 (r(m)< td 1, m >mo) (6.15) 
The possibility of satisfying (6.15) is an obvious consequence of (6. lo), 
(6.11), and (6.12). Moreover, (6.12) and (6.14) imply 
v(t(m))+O= u(z) (m+co,mEflll), 
and (6.8) follows. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.1. 
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Put 
where 
7. APPROXIMATION TO logf(Rt@‘w) 
z. = Rte@, s = Rt@‘(w - l), (7.1) 
1 . 
jw-l/<E*<-smy,, O<y,<y<F 
2 2’ 
R = R,, t = t(m). (7.2) 
In the above relations ei > 0 is fixed; yi and y are the quantities which 
appear in (6.1) and (28). 
Let 
F(s) = log {f;(?z;;)} (F(0) = O), (7.3) 
and assume that f(zO + S) is regular and has no zeros in the disk 
1.~1 <2q Rt. 
(This holds as soon as R,,,s~ is large enough.) 
From Cauchy’s formula 
(7.4) 
logf(z,+~~-logf(z~)=~j~~du+~ jcu2;u)s)du, (7.5) 
where we may choose for contour of integration 
C: u=2E,z0eiB (0 6 e < 27c). 
We now prove 
(7.6) 
LEMMA 7.1. Under the assumptions tated as conditions (26), (27), (28), 
and (29) of Theorem 2, we have, uniformly for all w restricted by the 
inequality 1 w- 11 <si, 
log f (Rt(m) e’“w) - log f (Rt(m) e’“) 
= f zAeiVAm( 1 + q,)(w - 1) + wKm(w - l)* (m+co,mE%Y). 
(7.7) 
Proof. An inspection of (7.1) and (7.2) shows that when n lies on the 
contour of integration C, we have 
(Z,+al > ~Z,J -2EI lZol = [Z,1(1 -2E1)+ +cO (m-+cO,mE%X), 
(7.8) 
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as well as 
w z. = cp, Iarg(z,+ u)-arg zoI = larg(1 + 2.s1eiS)I <yl. (7.9) 
The relations (7.3), (7.8), and (7.9) enable us to use the asymptotic relation 
(26) for the evaluation of F(U). We thus obtain, as m + + co, 
F(u)=/?(zo+u)“(logzo+fog(l+~)~-gz~(logzo)~ 
+f4zol” (1% IZOIY 
= flzi(log Zo)a {( 1 +;)i- 1) +uvlm lzoll (log lZOIY, (7.10) 
and 
I JIu)l< K I zo IA (log I zo I)“. (7.11) 
(We have us.ed our notational conventions in (7.10) and (7.11)) 
We now apply (7.10) to evaluate the first integral in (7.5) and (7.11), 
(7.6), and (7.1) to estimate the second integral; this leads to 
~%f(zo + s) - bikf(zo) 
=APzi(log z$ (w- l)+wq, IzolA (log IZOl)a (w- 1) 
+oK lzol’ (log 1~~1)~ (w- 1)2 (m-+co,mE!Dl, Iw-lI<E1), 
(7.12) 
which holds uniformly under the above restrictions. 
Writing 
r, = t(m) e’* 
and using (7.1), (15), and (6.8) we find 
P lj?zt(log zoY = - tkrn( 1 + r],) 
B 
=P zAe”P”m(l + q 
B m 
) (m+oo,mE%J2). (7.13) 
Lemma 7.1 is an obvious consequence of (7.12) and (7.13). 
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8. ESTIMATES FOR U,(wt(m)e'+') 
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By (6.3) and Lemma 6.1 we find, for t = t(m), R = R,,, 
W( wte@) = i{ argf( Rte*‘+‘) - arg a, - mcp > - m log w 
=ix,- m log w. 03.1) 
It is important to note that the real quantity x,,, is independent of w and 
that, by a proper selection of the determination of arg a,, we may assume 
OdXm<21r. (8.2) 
We now combine (6.2), (7.7), and (8.1) and use the approximation 
logw=w-l+o(w-1)2 (Iw-116;). 
After a few simple reductions we find 
U,(t(m)e@w)=exp 
1 
ixm+(w-1)m 
(” i iqi-ll 
zr e 
+oq,(w-1)m+oK(w-1)2m . 
I 
(8.3) 
In (34) we have defined 
By (29) and (31) we find 
21 1 -ReDe’q” =t”c>O, 
( B 1 
and hence 
1 -r”+r”-ReLr’e@‘=Re{ -,I} = l-r’+r”c> 1 -ti>O. 
B 
(8.4) 
This shows that ,4 # 0 and we may therefore use, in (8.3), either the 
change of variable 
w=l+ST1ogm (T>O), 
Am (8.5) 
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or the change of variable 
We are thus led to 
i w=l+-. 
Am (8.6) 
LEMMA 8.1. Let the assumptions and notations of Lemma 7.1 be 
unchanged. 
I. Then, for cp fixed (cp E [ql + y, (p2 - y]), the functions of [ defined 
by 
U.,(t(m)eiV(l+&)) (mtYJI,A=~~“eiV’-I) (8.7) 
are uniformly bounded on every compact set of the i-plane. 
The quantity A is a function of cp such that, for cp E [q, + y, (p2 - y], 
I/iI>l-rf>O. 
v 
xrn+x (m+a,mEW), (8.8) 
then 
Um(t(m)eW(l+$-))+enp(ix+i) (Xreal). (8.9) 
II. Zf T> 0 is given and I< 1 < 1, then 
iTlog m 
nm 
=exp iX,,,+[Tlogm (8.10) 
ProoJ: Assertion I of the lemma is an obvious consequence of (8.6), 
(8.3) and of our definition of /i. 
Similarly, assertion II follows from (8.5) and (8.3). 
9. FR~~F OF ASSERTIONS I, II, AND III OF THEOREM 2 
In Lemma 6.1 we have established the existence of t(m); we have shown 
that t(m) satisfies the limit relation (32) and that the limit r(cp) lies in 
(z,, rl). We have also shown that (30) is satisfied for x= T(V). 
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The assertion A # 0, which is stated in (34), has been established in (8.4). 
Hence the consideration of (8.5), (8.6), (8.9), and (8.10) as well as the 
introduction of X,(l) in (33), offers no difficulties. 
From (5.7) we deduce 
=,(,(m)ei~(l+~))-G,(f(m)ei*(l+~)). (9.1) 
By Lemma 8.1 we know that, on every compact set of the c-plane 
is uniformly bounded provided 
If m E !IJI is large enough, we have, by (31) and (32) 
t(m)l+& <- 
I 1 
1+'1<1 
2 
so that, by Corollary 1.1, 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
Hence (9.1) and (9.3) imply the uniform boundedness of 
Returning to (5.5) we see that this implies the boundedness of X,(i) in 
(33). 
Since the asymptotic relation (35) was established in (19) we see that the 
proofs of assertions I and II of Theorem 2 are now complete. 
To prove assertion III of Theorem 2 we note that, by suitably choosing 
!I& c !IX 1, Corollary 1.1 yields 
G,(t(m)eiq(l+h))+G(C) (m+co,mEZ&). (9.4) 
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By Lemma 8.1 an adequate choice of )TJz, c lgz, implies (8.8) and (8.9); 
hence (9.1) and (9.4) imply 
~,(r(m)e@‘(l+&))+exp(&+[)-G(r) (m-+co,m~%). (9.5) 
The limit relation (37) follows from (9.5) and (5.5) and the proof of 
Theorem 2 is complete. 
10. PROOF OF COROLLARY 2.1 
We start from the limit relation (37). The zeros of the limit function z(c) 
are given by the formula 
(Yk = log G( [) - ix + 2kzi (k=O, +1, +2, +3 ,... ), 
It is immediately seen that the inequalities 
IL 6r 
are satisfied by no more than 
;+!A+1 (7 = log G(5) - ix) II 
values of k. 
Similarly there are at least 
(10.1) 
(10.2) 
(10.3) 
acceptable values of k for which (10.1) holds. 
In view of Hurwitz’ theorem, the relations (33) and (37) show that, to 
the zero ik (I ck( <r) of p(c) (this zero is necessarily simple), there 
corresponds a simple zero cmk of s,- ,(z), given by the relation 
crnk = R, t(m) eirp + R, t(m) eiv (i/c + ???I) 
Am ’ 
Hence taking into account the upper and lower bounds (10.2) and (10.3) 
of acceptable values of k, we immediately verify Corollary 2.1. 
The validity of our arguments requires that G(5) # 0. Should we have 
G(t) =0 some modifications are in order; they will be considered in 
Theorem 3. 
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11. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Since )IJz, has been chosen, the limit function 
G(w)= lim G,(w) 
m-m mcm, 
is well determined. By assertions I and II of Theorem 2 we have 
t(m) + z = z(q) (m+cqmEm~) 
with 
O<q)<r(cp)<z,< 1. 
(11.1) 
(11.2) 
Hence 
o<l(m)(l+=y)<i:” (rn>rn,,rnE!m3). (11.3) 
We now apply Lemma 4.1 to the functions G(w), G,(w) (~EYJI~) with 
1 - r ;I2 
&=-. 
2 
(11.4) 
The lemma determines the three real quantities 
%(E) > 0, K = Jc(E) > 0, f=f(&)>O. (11.5) 
We assume, in addition, that K 6 1 (an inspection of (4.4) shows that this 
is always possible). 
Take 
R(m) log m - - 
P=81Al m ( ) 
(m > md, (11.6) 
where 
(11.7) 
and (r > 0 is an absolute constant to be introduced below in (11.22). We 
shall find 
(T < (l/50) (11.8) 
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so that 
Put 
T lOO(Z+ 1) 
i7’ 17 
> 2(Z+ 1). 
(8 real), 
(11.9) 
(11.10) 
and choose 8 = 0(m) such that 
jG,(@+?i~(l+ ‘om~~m))~>~(T~~~l~~m)i (m>m,). 
(11.11) 
That this is possible is a consequence of Lemma 4.1, (ll.l), and (11.2). 
We propose to apply Lemma A to the auxiliary function of [: 
(m > m,, m E mm,). (11.12) 
An inspection of (5.5) reveals that d,(c) has a multiple pole at 
<=-A!?- 
Tlog m‘ 
This need not prevent us from applying Lemma A to $,(i) (m > mo) 
because, for m large enough, the pole in question lies outside the disk 
15lGl. 
By (11.10) we have 
Reid -&, Ill <its (11.13) 
throughout the disk 
D,= it;: Ii-ionzl G&j. (11.14) 
In view of (11.13), (11.9), and (8.10) we find 
(~~(r(m)ei~(l+~T~~m))l<m~r~‘7<m~21~2 (m>m,,cED,). 
(11.15) 
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By (24) and (11.3) we also have 
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i~-(,,),i~(l+~~~~m))/4~* (m>m,,IiIGl). (11.16) 
Using (11.15), (11.16), and (11.11) in (11.12) we find 
I4,K)l <s2 ml b > mo, i E DA (11.17) 
1 
I hn(iom)l ’ 1 Cm > mol. (11.18) 
For any fixed value of T > 0, the inequalities (11.17) and (11.18) hold for 
sufficiently large values of m,. 
From (11.12) (11.16) and (8.10) we deduce 
gt; I d,(i)l = mT+‘+rlm, (11.19) 
max I&,([)1 =mT’2+‘+qm. (11.20) 
lil = 112 
In our application of Lemma A to the function b,(i) we select the quan- 
tities co, cl, 6*, and h in (46) to be 
co= iom, 1 01==, 02=;, h=f. (11.21) 
Then, the auxiliary quantities cr and h, in (49) are positive absolute con- 
stants which satisfy the inequalities 
h, < 1, t7 < (l/SO). (11.22) 
The disk D, in (11.14) has radius or = (l/16) and center co,,,. In view of 
(11.10) and (11.18) the conditions corresponding to (45) are certainly 
satisfied for 4 = 4m ; moreover, by (11.21) 
Ii01 Gi? Ii01 +a,<&<a,=$, 
so that the conditions corresponding to (46) are also satisfied. The con- 
ditions (11.19), (11.20), and (11.17) imply 
H,=(T+Z+qm)logm, 
H2=(5+1+?,,,)logm, Ho<Zlogm+log(~2). (11.23) 
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Hence, in view of (11.23) 
the condition corresponding to (48) is thus satisfied. Similarly, using 
(11.23) and (11.7) 
H,(I+(ljlogm)log(3~~1/(l-r~~2))~~ 
H, T+l+q, 
(m > mol. 
Lemma A now asserts that d,(i) has no fewer than 
dT+l+vm) 
6log2 
log m > T, log m (m > md, 
zeros in the disk 1 c ) d 1. In view of (11.7) we see that the choice 
is acceptable. Hence T,, like 1 and T, is independent of cp. From (5.5) and 
(11.12) it follows that the number of zeros of d,(c) in (c 1 d 1 coincides 
with the number of zeros of s,_ i(z) in the disk defined by (43). The proof 
of Theorem 3 is now complete. The quantity 1 /i 1 in (43) still depends on cp. 
Total uniformity with respect to cp may be achieved by replacing in (43) 
I n 1 by the lower bound 1 - r: deduced from (8.4). 
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